January 13  Introduction/Overview

January 20  Product

January 27  Process

Working Paper: Models for the Creative Process by Paul E. Plsek
http://www.directedcreativity.com/pages/WPModels.html

February 3  Person

February 10  Press/Environment

February 17  Assessment

February 24  Biological/Developmental Issues

March 2  Presentation of Results-- Assignment 2
March 16  Teaching/Group Process/Internet Resources

March 23  Instructional programs in creative problem solving--Problem Based Learning
Reading to be distributed in class

March 30  Instructional programs in creative problem solving--Odyssey of the Mind

April 6  TSA Spring Competitions
Complete assignment 3 in lieu of class

April 13  Instructional programs in creative problem solving--Incubation Model

April 20  Researchable questions in creative problem solving

April 27  Presentation of Results-- Assignment 4

May 4  Exam
Synthesis of insights and the big questions of the semester.